Pricing Analysis – A Light Look
Optimum pricing at launch or refresh
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Price is a reflection of the value a brand creates. Only customers will tell you
what they’re willing to pay, but what happens when it’s a new or substantially
different product? Sapio can determine optimum pricing that meets expectations.

The Price Point Challenge
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= Optimum zone identifies the optimum price point as between £5 and £6.
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you have a real contender.
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When to use Pricing Analysis:
• Consultancy & planning

What the technique shows

• Activation & promotions

Sapio’s Pricing Analysis:
>	Determines launch price where there
isn’t an existing reference point
> Estimates demand for established
products or services
> Assesses the impact of changing price
> Improves conversion rates and profitably.

How it’s done
Sapio uses two different Pricing Analysis
methods; the Van Westendorp Price
Sensitivity Model (PSM), used for new
products (shown above), or the Gabor
Granger method, used for established
products or services. These are both
simple ways of illustrating complex
choices. This is how we usually do them:
>	First, determine the extent to which people
will be familiar with the concept being tested
to determine the best approach
>	Roughly work out the price range for testing
>	Develop a concise and specific description of
the product or service the price will relate to

Benefits
Pricing Analysis will give you an accurate
guide in one concise slide. Understanding
this can help:
>	Determine optimum pricing
>	Understand if a higher price would yield increased
revenues because the fall in volume is more than
compensated for by the increase in revenue per unit
>	Understand if a lower price would actually yield
a significant increase in sales volumes to
compensate for the loss of revenue per unit.

Outcome/examples of technique use
Examples of Sapio’s Pricing Analysis use:
>	A forklift truck manufacturer refined the launch price
of a new service to such success that the launch
targets were smashed and it resulted in business
restructuring and redefining of the brand promise
>	A food manufacturer was able to confidently launch
a new category of food, safe in the knowledge of
acceptable, viable pricing.

>	Put the questions into field – 400 responses
are a minimum either B2B or B2C
>	Once finished in fieldwork, the data is
cleaned and prepared for analysis
>	Van Westendorp or Gabor Granger analysis
is done to produce a pricing map.
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Brand activation stands a better chance
of success if the pricing is right, so take
control of the campaign with confidence.

Contact the SAPIO Research Insight Team today
to find out more team@sapioresearch.com
or call +44 (0) 207 2361 604

